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THE CALVADOS NOUVELLE VOGUE INTERNATIONAL
TROPHIES HAVE BEEN LAUNCHED... WITH FINALS
IN CAEN, NORMANDY, MONDAY MARCH 26, 2018.
The IDAC, Interprofession des Appellations Cidricoles along with Calvados producers,
have invited professional bartenders and students in bartending from 15 countries around
the world, to measure theirs talents in creating innovative crafty Calvados-based cocktails.
Several hundreds of bartenders and students are already at work to imagine,
compose, mix and settle the recipe they will be presenting first, in their own country,
then in France, in Normandy, at the international finals.

2018 THEME

During the past few years, vegetables
have been a regular growing trend.
They have invaded our plain waters,
desserts, and drinks. Even forgotten
veggies have been dug out! People are
looking for local and fresh products.
Thus, Normandy being a land of apple
trees as well as a land of crops, the
IDAC naturally picked up the theme of
vegetables!

VEGETABLES

Root vegetables, leafy greens,
vegetables-like fruits... candidates are
free to pick up at least one veggie to
concoct their recipe... And answer
with their Calvados-based cocktail, the
given challenge: « Pick, mix, compose...
A souvenir, a desire, an imagination...
Dig into your creativity... And tell us
what is your cocktail made of!».
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15 COUNTRIES
IN THE COMPÉTITION

The 2018 edition welcomes the Czech
Republic for the first time, and greets the
return of Italy. A total of 15 countries are
participating in the competition this year:
Belgium, the Czech Republic, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Latvia,
Luxembourg, Poland, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom.

> 2 MONTHS OF PRESELECTIONS

In Januray and February, each invited
country helds a preselection day, during
which all enlisted candidates, professional
bartenders and students in bartending,
present and shake their cocktail... The
purpose of this day is to select the two
finalists, professional and student, who
will travel to France, and compete at the
Trophies’ international finals.
Each year, the Trophies gather more than
500 bartenders worldwide, around the 3
norman AOP: Calvados, Calvados Pays
d’Auge and Calvados Domfrontais.
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FRANCE
PRESELECTIONS
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> PROFESSIONAL BARTENDERS

1. French professional bartenders must
register (only) via calvadosnouvellevogue.fr.
Deadline is set on Friday 2, February.
2. An expert committee will then select
upon recipe, 30 bartenders who will be
gathered in Paris for a complete day of
qualifying round.
3. 12 finalists will meet in the city of Caen,
Normandy, on March 26, to compete at the
France finals and, for the best of them, at
the international finals.

> STUDENTS IN BARTENDING

20 catering schools of France will be
coaching around 200 students... from
Cannes to Marseille, Angers, Amiens,
Rennes and Paris... An opportunity for
Calvados to distill its richness, savours and
subtleties across France.

YOUR ARE INVITED BEHIND THE COUNTER...

Journalists and/or social media personalities involved in the spirit industry, are
more than welcome to pick up the challenge and shake Calvados like a bartender.
No professionals are expected for this category, but still, previous years have
proved that the Journalist Trophy can be quite competitive with highly motivated
talented candidates showing a craving to practice, a thirst to win... and a dash of
creativity! Good luck!

An event hosted by the IDAC (Interprofession des Appellations Cidricoles), in partnership
with the Bartender Association of Normandy and the François Rabelais Professional College in Ifs.
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